The Secret Crown Seed Tantra that is the Only Child of All Buddhas

In the Kalabingka Dzo Yogini language: Buddha Gushtha Dhakha Emana.

In Tibetan: sangye tamché kyi sé chikpo sangwa chöpen sabön gyi gyü

[In English: The Secret Crown Seed Tantra that is the Only Child of All Buddhas.]

Homage to the self-occurring ultimate expanse!

The teacher Samantabhadra, with consort,

Spoke this from the natural expanse:

Listen retinue, self-expressions of the natural state.
The Seed Tantra that is the Only Child of All Buddhas

This single self-existing wakefulness is the only child of all buddhas. This empty essence performs all deeds. It is the seed of Samantabhadra. This is what everything arises from and is freed into. This self-existing single tantra

Awakens by seeing, hearing, and upholding. This completes the The Seed Tantra that is the Only Child of All Buddhas.